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NEW Science Breakthrough -- ULTIMAN Ultra-Concentrated Potency Drops ...

Now You Can Enjoy Great Sex  
EVERY Time at ANY Age ... GUARANTEED!
With NO Dangerous Pills, NO Doctor,  NO Waiting, NO Worry ...

 9 New ultra-concentrated drops flood your cells and supercharge your manhood with 
ULTIMATE STRENGTH AND STAMINA! 

 9 Skyrocket your SEXUAL DESIRE and arousal!

 9 Get long-lasting, STEEL-HARD ERECTIONS -- on demand!

 9 Have CONFIDENCE knowing you can satisfy your partner any time you want!

Dear Friend,

If you are any age and especially over the age of 50 and would like 
to have more confidence ... more sexual desire ... and fast, worry-free 
erections that stay rock-hard as long as you want ... this may be the most 
important letter you will ever read.  

You see, researchers have just figured out a way to combine an advanced 
natural formula with a revolutionary new delivery-system. This new 
breakthrough is a super-concentrated liquid called ULTIMAN. 

ULTIMAN is specially formulated to end your sexual worries and restore 
your manly confidence, strength and performance with ...

	 û NO pre-planning  û NO waiting û NO side effects  
 û NO dangerous drugs û NO devices û NOT EVEN ANY PILLS!

So whether you just want to tune-up your present level of performance -- 
or even if you need to totally jump-start a virtually shut-down sex life -- 
YOUR RESULTS ARE GUARANTEED.

In fact, I’m so convinced that ULTIMAN will restore your potency, enhance 
your desire, improve your performance, and energize you with the strength 

URGENT MEN’S HEALTH BULLETIN
From The Office of the Medical Director... Robert R.

You have been specially chosen to receive a RISK-FREE SAMPLE of an exciting, all-
natural sexual breakthrough for men!  Guaranteed to restore stamina and performance 
... no matter what your age or current sexual potency or it’s FREE.

It works or your money back. It’s that simple!

Please keep reading ...

PLEASE HURRY!
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and stamina of a teenager, that I am going to let you try in your own home 
... ABSOLUTELY RISK FREE. You have nothing to lose... only GAIN!  

Before I tell you exactly how to get your RISK-FREE supply, let me 
explain how this sexual breakthrough will absolutely change your life!

The most powerful natural prosexuals on the planet combine to  
fill you with continuous, all natural sexual power!

Since the dawning of time, man has used certain powerful herbs to safely 
enhance sexual desire, provide stamina, and ensure pulsing erections. 

Although dozens of plants are claimed to work, science has finally 
unlocked the ancient secrets to identify the 8 specific herbals that are 
the very safest and most effective for overcoming sexual problems. They are 
...

1. Tribulus terrestris has been used in the traditional medicine 
of China and India for centuries to help overcome erectile 
dysfunction and low sex drive. 

2. Epimedium grandiflorum L restores sex drive, confident erections, 
and stamina. A 2008 lab study found that it could work better and 
be safer than current drugs.

3. Liriosma ovata is native to the Amazon rainforest where it’s 
referred to as “potency wood” because of its ability to enhance 
erections.

4. Withania somnifera is one of the most vital herbs in Ayurvedic 
healing. In Sanskrit its name means “the smell of a horse,” 
because it generates the vigor and strength of a stallion.

5. Angelica sinensis has been used for more than a thousand years in 
China, Korea, and Japan to promote strong blood flow, especially 
to the penis, thereby enhancing erections. 

6. Lepidium peruvianum is a potent, ancient Peruvian superfood highly 
prized by Incan warriors to increase stamina, boost libido, and 
combat fatigue. 

7. Tumera diffusa is a wild shrub used mostly to increase sexual 
desire. Its natural chemicals stimulate the genital area by 
enriching oxygen supply to improve sexual fitness and performance.

8. Eleutherococcus senticosus has been used in China for 2000 years 
to stimulate the body’s production of testosterone which fights 
impotence and improves sexual performance and desire.

Individually, these prosexuals are powerful. But combined together in a 
precise formulation like never before, they can work miracles. And that’s 
exactly what ULTIMAN does for you!
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Even if you’ve already tried these herbs, 
you haven’t been getting nature’s full benefit

Now I know what you’re thinking. You’ve probably seen these herbs in pill 
form before. And if you’ve tried them, I know you’ve been disappointed. 

That’s because the full sexual-supercharging power of these natural 
prosexuals has never been fully available to your body ... until now.   

The problem is in your stomach.  You see, the active ingredients in these 
natural prosexuals that stimulate potency, blood flow and sexual desire can 
be destroyed by stomach acids.  

So, over 90% of the natural power contained in tablets or capsules is 
destroyed right in your own stomach before it can do its work. 

But ULTIMAN changes all that!

New technology breakthrough means just a teaspoon a day  
will keep you feeling ”frisky” and ready to go!

Finally a new laboratory breakthrough enables the erection-boosting power 
of these natural herbs to enter full-strength directly into your blood 
stream through the ultra-concentrated ULTIMAN drops.  

ULTIMAN works when nothing else has... like nothing else can ... because 
only ULTIMAN gives you this precise formula of the 8 most powerful natural 
herbals. And only ULTIMAN delivers it, 100%, in this NEW way. 

Simply take the ultra-concentrated ULTIMAN drops every day, and get ready 
for the best sex of your life ... even if you have problems now!  

Nothing can stop these natural prosexuals from unleashing all your sexual 
power, strength and desire when they’re delivered in ULTIMAN’s unique 
untra-concentrated drops!  

Hour after hour ULTIMAN naturally stimulates the sexual functions of 
every organ and nerve-ending in your body in a safe, natural way. So you’re 
always ready and able to perform like when your were a horny teenager.

You’ll have no choice but to feel as frisky and powerful as a wild 
stallion while you enjoy incredible sex with ...

• Increased sexual desire and satisfaction!

• Rock-hard erections the first time, every time ... no matter what 
your age or physical condition!

• Power to last as long as you want ... so you satisfy her every time!

• No more stress, embarrassment or worry over sex!

• More self-confidence!

Here’s the bottom line: ULTIMAN IS THE NEW, SAFE, NATURAL WAY TO 
SUPERCHARGE YOUR SEX LIFE IN EVERY WAY ... GUARANTEED!  

Your body has 
NO CHOICE!
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See For Yourself -- Try it with ZERO risk to YOU

ULTIMAN will never be released to stores.  ULTIMAN is our own unique 
formula. We designed it from the ground up and you can only get it from 
Paul Oberdorf, your trusted source for all herbal products. 

You can experience non-stop desire, performance and satisfaction from 
ULTIMAN for up to 12% off the regular price, plus FREE shipping. But only 
when you respond to this special introductory offer.  

And don’t worry if you’ve been disappointed by other products. 

ULTIMAN is different. It’s proven ... it works ... and it’s GUARANTEED!  

If ULTIMAN doesn’t meet your expectations 100% ... if your fast, steel-
hard erections and multi-climax stamina and strength don’t make you feel 
like a new man ... return ULTIMAN anytime within 60 days (even if the 
bottle is empty) for a fast, full refund (less shipping) -- no questions 
asked.

You have nothing to lose. And you are the only judge

Look, I know there are lots of wild claims and worthless products out 
there. So I don’t blame you if you’re a bit skeptical.

But think about it. If I was trying to trick you with some worthless 
snake oil, I’d go broke sending out these RISK-FREE offers. My 100% Money 
Back Guarantee means you absolutely cannot lose.

On the other hand, if this breakthrough works like I say, YOU will be 
free from sexual problems for life!  

That’s why I send ULTIMAN to you at MY RISK. Because I know that it works 
... and you’ll never want to be without amazing ULTIMAN again!  

So if you’re ready to satisfy your lover every time with instant, rock 
hard erections and long-lasting pleasure, then go online to  
WWW.PAULOBERDORF.NET or return the Risk-Free introductory form by mail or 
CALL 888-959-0041 to order right now. 

Your RISK-FREE supply of ULTIMAN will be rushed to you in a plain, 
unmarked package to assure your privacy ... 100%!!!  

To your amazing new sex life, 

Robert Rosen, Medical Director    

P.S. You don’t have to struggle any more! You don’t have to worry or be 
embarrassed! You don’t have to resort to dangerous drugs! And you don’t 
risk one penny. Let me send you a RISK-FREE supply of ULTIMAN so you can 
end your “bedroom” problems and supercharge your potency right away. But 
hurry. This special Pre-Introductory savings offer expires soon. 

Robert R.

Hurry! Go to www.PaulOberdorf.com or mail the enclosed form!

To order RIGHT NOW call 888-959-0041!!!



 3 ULTIMATE STRENGTH & STAMINA  
ALL DAY ... AND NIGHT

 3 ULTIMATE SEX DRIVE & PASSION

 3 ULTIMATE FAST, FIRM,  
LONG-LASTING ERECTIONS

 3 NO PILLS … NO DOCTOR …  
NO WAITING ... NO WORRIES

    ULTIMATE SEX  
    MONEY-BACK        
    GUARANTEE

Try ULTIMAN in the privacy of your home for 60 days. 

Feel PASSION and DESIRE like a horny teenager ...  
Satisfy her every time with FAST, ROCK HARD ERECTIONS 
... Feel like more of a man with STRENGTH & ENERGY that 
lasts all day ... and all night. 

If you are not 100% pleased in EVERY WAY, simply return 
any unused portion within 60 days.  We will issue a full 
refund promptly.  No questions asked.  

Paul Oberdorf

Try It Risk- 

FREE  
For 60 Days!

ULtra-Concentrated  Natural 
24/7 Male Supercharger 

       ORDER ONLINE AT pauloberdorf.net                                CALL 888-959-0041

Be the ULTIMATE 
Man You Can ... 24/7!

TRY IT RISK-FREE FOR 60 DAYS!

ULTIMAN
HURRY!

TRY IT FOR 60 DAYS RISK-FREE

INTRODUCTORY SAVINGS

Paul Oberdorf 297 Kinderkamack Rd. #140 Oradell, NJ  07649

FINALLY! You Can 
Enjoy Great Sex ANY 
Time at ANY Age ... 
GUARANTEED!
With NO Dangerous Pills,  
NO Waiting, NO Worry 

ULTIMAN is the safe, natural, 21st century way to 
feel strong and perform like a young stud again!  So 
powerful, just a few drops every day will ...

• Increase your sexual desire!

• Give huge, rock-hard erections -- on demand!

• Help you satisfy your lover every time

• Make you feel young, strong and full of energy

Ask the Medical Director 
About 

Q. When should I take ULTIMAN?

A. A few drops of ULTIMAN every day is all it takes to 
supercharge your manhood and become the ultimate 
man you can be. 

ULTIMAN's exclusive super-concentrated drops absorb 
fast and keep your cells bathed in natural prosexuals 
around the clock, so you never have to pre-plan, never 
have to wait, and never have to worry.

Q. Can ULTIMAN give me an extra boost?

A. Take a few extra drops of ULTIMAN any time you've got 
an especially big night planned. You'll feel even stronger, 
and have ultimate confidence knowing ULTIMAN will help 
you perform all day and all night. 

Q. How else does ULTIMAN help me?

A. ULTIMAN's 100% natural nutrients have been used for 
thousands of years to increase your energy, improve your 
health and longevity and help alleviate stress, strain, 
fatigue, and pain.

Q. Is there any risk trying ULTIMAN?

A. Absolutely NO RISK! Go to pauloberdorf.
net or return the enclosed form. I promise 
you'll experience ULTIMATE sex, strength 
and stamina like when you were a younger. 
If you’re not happy for any reason, return it 
within 60 days for a full refund. You                    
                                                   can’t 
lose.

ULTIMAN

ULTIMAN

HURRY!
TRY IT FOR 60 DAYS RISK-FREE

INTRODUCTORY SAVINGS



New, all natural, UltiMAN is a breakthrough in male potency. Using modern 
science, UltiMAN combines TWO revolutionary processes that will supercharge 
your strength and energy, and have you performing like a young stud again -- all 
day, every day.

#1 REVOLUTIONARY NATURAL FORMULA -- The heart of UltiMAN is a 
unique combination of 8 proven, all-natural ingredients that have been especially 
formulated just for men. The 8 prosexuals work synergistically to supercharge 
every area of your body with strength, stamina, sexual desire and performance.

#2 REVOLUTIONARY NEW DELIVERY SYSTEM -- UltiMAN delivers its potent natural formula 
in a super-concentrated liquid that's absorbed by your body fast and easily. That means with UltiMAN 
you have NO more dangerous pills ... NO more pre-planning ... NO more waiting ... NO more 
worries. Just a few drops every day will restore you to the ULTIMATE man you can be with ...

ULTIMATE FAST, LONG-LASTING ERECTIONS -- ON DEMAND
UltiMAN gives you the confidence of knowing you will have a powerful erection the first time, every 

time ... whenever you want ... GUARANTEED to last longer than ever.

ULTIMATE SEX DRIVE AND DESIRE
Get ready to crave sex and hunger for your partner again like when you 
were younger. Only UltiMAN gives you this incredible combination of 
natural male enhancers in this super-concentrated liquid formula. You will 
have stronger sexual desire than you've had in years ... and you will be 
more sexually stimulated than you can remember. 

ULTIMATE STRENGTH, ENERGY AND  STAMINA
Never again worry about whether you can go the distance. UltiMAN 
concentrated liquid permeates every cell with male enhancing nutrients so 
you will have endurance to make love for hours -- maybe even longer than 
when you were young!    

YOU DON'T HAVE TO 
STRUGGLE ANY MORE!

TRY IT FOR YOURSELF.  
BETTER SEX IN 60 DAYS OR IT'S 

FREE!

MEN’s SEXUAL 
BREAKTHROUGH! 

Try It Risk-FREE!

Just a Teaspoon Every Day Keeps You at 
Your ULTIMATE Best All Day ... And Night!

NEW ULtra-Concentrated  Natural  
24/7 Male Supercharger 

FEEL LIKE A NEW MAN 
"I absolutely hated the way I was losing the 
interest and ability to satisfy my wife. I went to 
the doctor, I tried some of the junk on the radio. 
Nothing worked until I found UltiMAN. Now I 

really do feel like a new man. I can't thank you enough." 
-- T.C., NJ

WIFE SPEAKS OUT 
"It broke my heart to see my husband, Joe, 
struggling in the bedroom. My friend told me 
UltiMAN helped her husband, so I ordered it for 
my Joe. It's the best thing I ever did for BOTH of 

us. Trust me, if you really love your husband, you'll try this 
right away." -- J.J., NY

BEST SEX AND THEN SOME 
"I've tried so many concoctions that never 
worked. But when I saw your 60-day guarantee, 
I figured I'd give it a try. Boy was I surprised. 
And my woman loves the results I got from this. 

We haven't enjoyed sex so much since we first got married. 
And I feel overall more strong and masculine too. I highly 
recommend UltiMAN to everyone." -- L.J., CA

IT'S A MIRACLE 
"My doctor tried the blue 
pills on me, but I don't like 
how they can have so many 
side effects. And they don't 

help get me in the mood at all either. 
Since I started taking a few drops 
of UltiMAN every day, everything 
has changed. No more planning and 
waiting ... no more  pills. It's like a 
miracle. I feel 
like a young man 
again. Just ask my 
wife!" -- T.C., NJ

Try It Risk- 

FREE  
For 60 Days!

FOR FASTEST SERVICE ORDER ONLINE AT pauloberdorf.net -- OR CALL 24/7 @ 888-959-0041

ULTIMAN



YES! I want to be my ULTIMATE! I want to satisfy my lover 
every time with surging passion, rock-hard erections 

and more strength and stamina than I’ve had in years. Please 
rush the ULTIMAN marked at right for my 60-day risk-free trial.  
I understand I don’t risk one penny with your money-back guarantee 
(See other side).

ü

METHOD OF PAYMENT

I have enclosed $____________ by: q Check, Cash or Money order or 
Charge my q Visa  q MasterCard  q AmEx  q Discover

No: __________________________________________ Exp: ___/___

Telephone #: _____________________________________________

Try It Risk FREE!  
CALL or MAIL This Form    ULTIMATE Sex ANY Time ... at ANY Age!    

___3 or more Bottles of        

ULTIMAN Only $52.00 
per bottle plus FREE 
shipping!!
    OR
___ ULTIMAN  $55.00 per Bottle plus $4.00 s/h

SAVE $7 

Each + FREE 

Shipping!

DELIVER TO: (Please PRINT)

Name: ______________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City: _______________________ ST: ______ Zip: ___________



REPLY NOW! TRY ULTIMAN 60 DAYS, RISK-FREE!

GO ONLINE AT: pauloberdorf.net
CALL 24 HOURS A DAY  888-959-0041

MAIL This Form to: Paul Oberdorf 
297 Kinderkamack Rd. #140 Oradell, NJ  07649

 
ULTIMATE SEX  

100% MONEY-BACK        
GUARANTEE

Try ULTIMAN in the privacy of your home for 60 days. 

Feel PASSION and DESIRE like a horny teenager ...  
Satisfy her every time with FAST, ROCK HARD ERECTIONS ... Feel like more of a 
man with STRENGTH & ENERGY that lasts all day ... and all night. 

If you are not 100% pleased in EVERY WAY, simply return any unused portion 
within 60  days.  We will issue a full refund promptly.  No questions asked.  

Paul Oberdorf

Enjoy ULTIMATE Sex, Strength & Energy  
 ... GUARANTEED!ULTIMAN


